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OPENS AT UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Bv Diano Gaddis
Ufv Information Services

MISSOULA-Ihe University of Montana Gallery of Visual Arts officially opened its sculptured
gates Wednesday evening (Nov. 11) on a varied and talented inaugural exhibit, the recent
work of University of Montana faculty artists.
Former Turner Hall residents will have difficulty recognizing their old living room
m

its new role.

Entrance to the gallery is gained through two massive swinging doors,

an iron sculpture by John Vichorek, a UM graduate art student from Florence. Mounted
walJ panels cover the original windows and provide display areas for hangings.
A larger free-standing panel and several white rectangular boxes further expand the
display area.

The gallery is illuminated by a track lighting system which permits focus

on any single area in the room.
Ihe University art department faculty paid compliment to the new display center with
a great range of media and messages.

Works were contemporary and essentially light in

spirit, ranging from the whimsical "Three Rainbow Sticks," by gallery director Frank
Johnston, to the subtle humor of Bruce Barton's "59801" sequence, and the more serious
comment of Rudy Autio-s "Viet Nam Pot," a covered stone /are jar incorporating fat, prop
nosed planes and death's heads.
Also included in the exhibit were Professor Emeritus Aden Arnold's "Susannah;" Ted *
Waddell's "No. 27," a massive smooth sculpture of welded steel and stainless steel; and
a 'Twenty Pound Collage" of burlap by Walter Hook.
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James Dew presented a group of spray paintings, Donald Bunse a pensive collograph
entitled "Sandwich Lady," and Maxine Blackmer a large stoneware and metal pot inlaid with
beads.
Arnold Cherullo extended the realm of art with a sculpture entitled "Blow," while
Richard Reinholtz provided a slide series of changing images and Michael Wheatley a study
in geometric illusions entitled "I Form."
Gallery director Frank Johnston termed the opening the "culmination of a long-time
effort by individuals both in tne community and in the University who are interested in
the arts."

Particularly instrumental in gaining the resources necessary for the gallery

were the efforts of the Missoula Women's Club, the Montana Council of the Arts, and Bruce
Barton, chairman of the University art department.
"The gallery is designed," said Johnston, to serve a two-fold purpose.

It will

provide exhibit space for students and faculty and for periodical showings of the Univer
sity of Montana's permanent art collection which previously had to be stored."
In addition, the gallery will sponsor outside exhibitions in an effort to acquaint
the community and the University with the works of significant contemporary artists from
r

across the country. At the same time, the gallery should provide the incentive for exhi
biting artists to visit the campus as guest lecturers.
The Turner Hall gallery is open to the public, free of charge, from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday and from 2-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
every two to three weeks.

F.xhibitions will change

